
Stat 342  Lab Week 7 – Proc means, proc univariate

For this lab, you will need the batters.csv dataset Textbook source: Chapter 5 of 'SAS and R'.

Part I, Importing, formatting, and exploratory analysis.
First, run the following blocks of code.

Step 1 – Importing the baseball batters dataset.

proc import
datafile='dir_location\Batting.csv'

out=batting dbms=csv;
delimiter=',';
getnames=yes;

run;

Step 2 – Giving meaningful labels to the variables. 

DATA batting;
   SET batting;
   LABEL  lgid  = "American or National League"
          G    = "Games played"
          G_batting ="Games batted in"
          G_old = "Games batted (old def'n)"
          AB = "At-bats"
          BB = "Walks"
          IBB = "Intentional Walks"
          R = "Runs"
          RBI = "Runs batted in"
          H = "Hits"
          HBP = "Hit-by-pitch"
          _2B = "Doubles"
          _3B = "Triples"
          HR = "Home-runs"
          SB = "Stolen bases"
          SF = "Sacrifice flies"
          SO = "Strikeouts";
RUN;

Step 3 – Looking at the batting data.

proc contents data=batting;
run;

proc print data=batting (obs=30);
run;



Next, now that you have seen the first 30 (of 95,000) rows of data, and the list of variables, answer the 
following questions:

a. What do the unlabelled variables 'yearID' and 'playerID' represent?
b. What does a row of this data represent? Is it an entire player's career? One game? One year?
c. Is there are any missing data that you can see? How might this affect further analysis.

Part II, Basic Summaries

2. Summary statistics 

First, let's get the default statistics of all the numeric variables.

proc means data=batting;
run;

Consider any missing data that you saw when looking at the raw data with proc print. Did any 
missingness affect the results in a way you can see?

What about the variables. What is the average response year. Does this make sense to analyze?

Next, limit the reported statistics to numerical variables for which these statistics are meaningful.

proc means data=batting
var AB BB H R HR; 

run;

Now report the some of the higher moments and the quantiles of these variables. There are the points 
where 1%, 5%, 10%, 90%, and so of the data is below that point. So a 10% quantile (P10) would be 
rather low because only 10% of the data is below the cutoff, and 90% of the higher is higher than that 
point.

The first and second central moments are the mean and variance, respectively. The third and fourth 
'higher' moments, are the skew (or skewness) and the kurtosis.

proc means data=batting
kurtosis skewness p1 p5 p10 p90 p95 p99;
var AB BB H R HR; 

run;



Part III, Derived Summaries

3. Finding and describing the batting average

Calculate the batting average, which is the number of hits divided by at-bats (walks don't count as at-
bats) of each player with data step.

data batting;
set batting;
batavg = H / AB;

run;

proc print data=batting (obs=10);
run;

Set a minimum number of at-bats in a season to quality for measurements. How many rows remain of 
the original 95,000 if we only consider years in which a player has at least 200 at-bats.

data batting_200ab;
set batting;
if AB ge 200 then output;

run;

From the larger dataset, which includes all the batting records, consider the distribution of number of 
at-bats with a histogram and with quantiles (percentiles, quartiles, median, etc.)

proc univariate data=batting;
var AB;
histogram;

run;

From the dataset with only years with 200 or more at-bats, find the summary statistics and histogram of
the batting averages.

proc univariate data=batting_200ab;
var batavg;
histogram;

run;

Question 1: What happens to the distribution of the batting average if you include everyone and not just
those that batted 200 or more times in a year?

Question 2: Conduct the same default analysis using proc means instead of proc univariate. What 
changes or did added/removed? Is there anything that proc univariate does that proc means cannot?

Question 3: Consider Hank Aaron, a legendary ball player that shows up in the first page of the batting 
data (it's origanized by player's last names). Compare his batting average and at-bats to the distributions
you saw from the histograms.



Part IV, Grouped Summaries

3. Finding the strikeout rate by year

One hot topic in baseball analytics is the 'strikeout epidemic', which describes how the proportion of at-
bats that end in strikeouts has been steadily increasing since 2006. We are going use the 'class' clause to
investigate this for ourselves.

First, let's get the number of at-bats and strikeouts each year. (What happens if yearID is not included 
in the variables, and instead only when the classification specified,)

Now let's do the same thing, but output the results into a dataset called batting_summary that we canc 
manipulate. The output <...> clause saves the variables specified.

proc means data=batting
sum mean;
var yearID AB SO;
class yearID;

run;

Now let's do the same thing, but output the results into a dataset called batting_summary that we can 
manipulate more diretly.

proc means data=batting
sum mean;
var yearID AB SO;
class yearID;
output out=batting_summary 
sum(AB)=AB sum(SO)=SO;

run;

Use a data step to derive a 'strikeout rate' variable.

data batting_summary2;
set batting_summary;
SO_rate = SO/AB;

run;

Use the sgplot procedule to create a scatterplot of the strikeout rate over time, and decide for yourself if
strikeouts are more common in baseball than they used to be.

proc sgplot data=baseball_summary2;
  scatter x=year y=SO_rate;
run;
 


